A Beef Value Chain Strategy for Minimizing Logistic Cost in Tasikmalaya, West Java

Abstract. Indonesia's economy, cattle farming industry and beef pricing have failed to satisfy the community's requirements. Because of the low productivity of beef cattle, the government is forced to import beef to fulfil customer demand, one of which is imported frozen from Australia. Because of the scarcity of local beef, the average price of local beef is $8.32 per kilogram, which is more than imported beef, and local beef demand is much greater. Many people with a lower middle income find it challenging to consume beef because of the current price situation. As a result of this occurrence, research must be conducted using a value chain analysis technique to determine the source of the high price of local beef. The findings of this study potentially resulted in a 35% drop in consumer selling value from the current pricing.
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Introduction

Current events in different economic and commercial sectors influence the cattle industry's competitiveness (Syakur et al., 2017; Amirah et al., 2015). In 2020, the covid-19 outbreak wreaked havoc on the economy (Prayogo, 2020). One is related to the cattle industry and the comparatively high cost of meat. Based on data from National Medium Term Development Plan for the Food and Agriculture Sector 2021, the demand for beef in the community is growing every year. However,
due to population growth and low productivity, national beef production has been unable to satisfy rising demand.

Beef cow productivity is poor because most beef cattle are grown by small-scale breeders with limited acreage and cash (Thwala & Mathonsi, 2012; Saptana, 2017; Direktorat Jenderal Peternakan dan Kesehatan Hewan Kementerian Pertanian RI, 2015; Direktorat Jenderal Peternakan dan Kesehatan Hewan Kementerian Pertanian RI, 2016; Direktorat Jenderal Peternakan dan Kesehatan Hewan Kementerian Pertanian RI, 2017; Direktorat Jenderal Peternakan dan Kesehatan Hewan Kementerian Pertanian RI, 2020). Most beef cow ownership in communities is relatively modest, ranging between 5 and 10 heads. The community's beef cattle business is still mostly utilized as a side employment or a side business. After all, contemporary cow breeding needs a considerable investment (Saptana, 2017; Firman et al., 2018; Munro, 2018; Husted, 2020; Amirah et al., 2015).

Even though the selling price of local beef is currently around $8.32 per kilogram with an exchange rate of around Rp14,000 for $1, which is more expensive than imported beef, which costs between $. 6.46 and $. 7.17 per kilogram, people still prefer local beef to imported beef because imported beef contains ice because it is frozen from importing countries. Another reason is that local beef is fresh because it was just butchered at the slaughterhouse. Many middle- and lower-income people find it difficult to consume beef due to the current price situation (Croxtin, 1905; BPS, 2018; Antara & Sumarniash, 2019; Putri et al., 2019; Abdal & Nurdin, 2020; Direktorat Jenderal Peternakan dan Kesehatan Hewan Kementerian Pertanian RI, 2020; Husted, 2020; Susila et al., 2020; Groot, 2021).

The efficiency of distribution operations has a significant impact on the retail price of a commodity. The length of the distribution chain and the amount of the profit margins imposed by each distribution chain significantly impact the efficiency of commodity distribution. The more efficient these distribution operations are, the shorter the distribution chain and the smaller the profit margin. If the length of the supply chain for beef distribution is not well handled, it might result in significant expenses, including transaction costs, transportation costs, storage costs, packing costs, damage costs, and benefits for each actor, among other things (Utomo, 2011; Saptana, 2017).

Currently, the price of meat at the retail or consumer level is mainly controlled by farmer costs, value-added expenses, transaction costs, profits of the institutions involved, and the demand-supply balance (Priyono & Hapsari, 2017; BPS, 2018; Firman et al., 2018; Ilham, 2018). The use of information flow functions calculates the percentage of each marketer involved in supply chain operations. Several factors affecting the smoothness of the distribution process up to the end customers must be considered by the beef supply chain because beef is a perishable commodity, and it necessitates the employment of successful marketing agencies. From the market price of beef to consumers, supply chain studies and pricing simulations are conducted (Purba & Hadi, 2012).

Several beef businesses participated in this study on beef supply chain engineering. The flow of the beef process from beef cow ranching to the form of beef consumed by customers and the assessment of each price along the beef value chain are the subjects of this study. The supply chain management approach was used in this research. The practice of planning, controlling, and executing product flows is known as supply chain management. It entails collecting raw materials, manufacturing the product, and delivering it to the final user most efficiently and cost-effectively as
possible. It is impossible to deny that supply chain management is a complicated set of operations. The supply chain will get more complicated as the company grows. Fortunately, it can simplify and optimize with the aid of technology (Utomo, 2011; Zhong et al., 2017; Bretzke, 2020; James, 2020).

The study was conducted in a company in Tasikmalaya - West Java. Interviews and observations were used to collect primary and secondary data. Primary data comprises the input-output structure of cattle farming, commodity and beef supply chain patterns, and supply chain management performance for cattle and beef products, such that some secondary information may be extracted from slaughterhouses in different Indonesian cities. Secondary data were obtained from related agencies in this study, namely statistical data from the Central Bureau of Statistics, Direktorat Jenderal Peternakan dan Kesehatan Hewan Kementerian Pertanian RI, and other related sources. Using descriptive exploratory analysis, analyze the flow in the network (bkpm, 2020; Direktorat Jenderal Peternakan dan Kesehatan Hewan Kementerian Pertanian RI, 2020).

Research Method

The descriptive analysis offers an overview of product flow, financial flow, and information flow so that the information supplied is clear and helpful to people who read it. It can be observed based on the distribution value of the sales margin in the beef supply chain. The sales margin is calculated by multiplying the consumer price by the merchant price. The share of the cost of capital and earnings are used in the margin distribution. Each link’s cost share value and profit share are calculated using the marketing margin value (Groot, 2021; Jelodar et al., 2020).

The test assessed the value added to live beef cattle due to the slaughtering procedure. Information is taken from a small micro-enterprise in the process of beef industrial in Tasikmalaya – West Java. Results of interviews with Mr Andri, Mr Saeful, Mr Jujun, Mr Mubarok, and Mr Asep are used to calculate the product's added value, which includes logistics and feed expenses. Each supply chain process' marketing advantages are calculated by subtracting the selling price from the purchase price and operating expenses; the price of beef per kilogram is calculated by dividing the weight of the cow by the selling price of cattle per head or in the form of beef (Javornicky et al., 2021).

The first is primary activities, which include inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing, and sales and services. The second is secondary activities, which include marketing, sales, and services. The following activities are support activities, which include company infrastructure, human resource management, and technological development. The primary activity is directly connected to product manufacturing and distribution. Each core task has a set of supporting activities that help them be more successful or efficient. Although the major operations directly provide value to the manufacturing process, they are not necessarily more essential than the supporting activities. Support activities help the organization attain its competitive advantage by assisting the core operations (Fisher et al., 2020).

Results And Discussion

The beef supply chain pattern depicts three flows: product, money, and information. The product flow is from upstream to downstream, from cattle breeders to beef consumers. Financial flows from the end consumer of beef to the breeders move from downstream to upstream. The information travels in two directions on each connection. Every supply chain member is involved in enhancing the value chain and performing
marketing duties as part of the supply chain structure. A value chain is a set of actions that a firm engages in to create a product or service. Four aspects support these activities: the firm's infrastructure, human resource management, technology, and procurement. Members of the supply chain are involved players who play a part in the beef supply chain. Supply chain players' contributions include sales and purchasing, operating, transportation, packaging, facility, finance, and market intelligence. The role of supply chain players is to provide beef to customers at the right time, shape, and place.

The current high price of beef has led cattle dealers to protest and refuse to sell, and this is because the price of beef surpasses the government's highest retail price of $ 8.58 per kilogram. Meanwhile, the consumer reference price for beef is $ 5.72 per kilogram. The high price stems from the government's decision to import feeder cattle, which must be fattened and killed in Indonesia. Based on the Center for Indonesian Policy Studies (CIPS) results, beef goes through seven to nine stages before reaching consumers. The farmer sells his cattle directly to local small-scale dealers or through a feedlot to begin the distribution process. The cattle are then sold to large-scale dealers who use informants for the best market price. The cattle are then sold to regional dealers, who will store the animals in livestock shelters until they are ready to be transported to the slaughterhouse. The slaughterhouse will carry out the process of slaughtering, separating, or sorting parts of beef. The slaughterhouse performs its duties, such as checking and overseeing butchered beef every morning before selling it to large-scale wholesalers or intermediaries. Meat products will be sold to small-scale dealers as part of the distribution flow. The distribution will next be delivered to two consumer marketing venues, namely traditional market retailers and contemporary market retailers, and will ultimately end up with users.

The Covid-19 epidemic, on the other hand, interrupted all sectors, and the introduction of different social restriction laws impacted the functioning of all sectors in nearly every country. The increase in beef prices is attributable to an increase in cattle from Australia since the end of 2020, as well as high distribution expenses due to reduced logistical capacity during the Covid-19 epidemic (Andri DP, 2021; Putra, 2020). According to the findings, each supply chain's marketing margin was between 8% and 10% on average. The marketing margin was determined by each supplier chain's operating costs and earnings. The results of the research carried out can be seen in Figure 1.

**Product Flow**

According to the findings, there are pathways in the product flow that allow the product to move from upstream to downstream. The product flow begins with the breeder as the primary ingredient source, which is sold to the cattle fattening industry. It is sold to small-scale dealers or collectors after increasing its weight and subsequently to large-scale traders. The following procedure is sold to regional dealers, who will store the animals in livestock shelters until they are ready to be transported to the slaughterhouse. The slaughterhouse will carry out the process of slaughtering, separating, or sorting parts of beef. The slaughterhouse performs its duties, such as checking and overseeing butchered beef every morning before selling it to large-scale wholesalers or intermediaries. Meat products will be sold to small-scale dealers as part of the distribution flow. The distribution will next be delivered to two consumer marketing venues, namely traditional market retailers and contemporary market retailers, and will ultimately end up with users.

**Financial Flow**

According to the study, financial flows are known to have channels.
According to the payment and payment method, a financial channel pattern goes from downstream to upstream, starting with customers and ending with cattle breeders. The payment system is carried out by parties participating in the supply chain who pay cash, although some customers, ranging from conventional or modern market shops to small-scale glossers and the downstream, use credit payment systems to make payments. According to the agreement from a seller, these customers generally pay a 30% advance with a payment and a grace term.

**Figure 1. Flow Chart of Beef Supply Chain in Indonesia**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cattle Breeder/Cow Fattening</th>
<th>The initial weight of cow @250 kg: $ 857.94</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The final weight of the cow @346 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The selling price of cattle to small-scale traders: $ 989.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profit/head: $ 131.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The selling price of cattle/kg: 2.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small Scale Traders</th>
<th>The selling price of cattle to large-scale traders: $ 1112.03</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profit/head: $ 101.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The selling price of cattle/kg: $ 3.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Large-Scale Traders</th>
<th>The selling price of cattle to regional traders: 1246.83</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profit/head: $ 113.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The selling price of cattle/kg: $ 3.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional Traders</th>
<th>The selling price of cattle to Slaughterhouse (RPH): $ 1395.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profit/head: $ 126.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The selling price of cattle/kg: $ 4.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Livestock Shelter/Slaughterhouse (RPH)</th>
<th>Shrinkage of cut results (± 20% - 40% weight of cattle/head): 69 Kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weight of cattle sold by RPH: 277 Kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The selling price of beef to large-scale wholesalers: $ 1579.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Profit/head: $ 146.63
- The selling price of beef/kg: $ 5.71

Large-Scale Wholesalers/Middle
- The selling price of beef to small-scale wholesalers: $ 1737.99
- Profit/head: $ 158.00
- The selling price of beef/kg: $ 6.28

Small Scale Wholesalers
- The selling price of beef to the retailer: $ 1911.80
- Profit/head: $ 173.80
- The selling price of beef/kg: $ 6.91

Retailer
- The selling price of beef to customers: $ 2103.00
- Profit/head: $ 191.18
- The selling price of beef/kg: $ 8.32

### Information Flow

All channels carry information in both directions, from downstream to upstream and upstream to downstream (Wibawa et al., 2015). Suppliers, location of beef purchase, quality of beef, the volume of beef stock, and market pricing are all part of the information flow between cattle marketing organizations. This information gives an overview of the product delivery schedule, including the arrival time of the beef product at the market location, in addition to data on the features of beef goods. Knowing marketing efficiency is one of the markers to assess the supply chain's level of success. A marketing system is efficient if it can efficiently convey items from producers to consumers at the lowest possible cost. Furthermore, marketing is effective if it can distribute a fair percentage of the total price paid by the final consumer to all parties involved in the manufacturing and marketing process. A fair share of value based on contribution and effective marketing would help supply chain participants operate better (Nuhung, 2015; Yudha Manggala P Putra, 2020).

The recommended strategy is to cut the less effective chains; for example, farmers do fattening at the farmer's farm, this reduces the movement of cattle from farmers to fatteners, then to small and large scale traders and livestock shelters because the farmers will be sent directly to regional traders at the same time, slaughterhouse. Cutting the supply chain will reduce shipping costs, making beef prices more expensive. Regional traders will no longer be sent to mediators and large-scale and small-scale wholesalers but directly to modern and traditional market retailers; this will cut shipping costs, and the price of beef will be lower. The positive implication is that eliminating the supply chain above will make the price of beef cheaper; negatively, the eliminated sellers will lose their income.

### Added Value to Beef Distribution Process

Figure 2 shows the simulation results of the added value calculation in the designed beef supply chain. According to Figure 2, the average value-added computation at the supply chain level can eliminate certain inefficient supply chains while increasing the preceding supply chain's row length. Cutting numerous supply chains can lower the selling price of beef to end customers or society, increasing welfare and encouraging buying power, particularly among those with low incomes. When comparing the ultimate selling value per kilogram of customers before and after the foundation, there is a 35 per cent difference, from $ 8.32 per kilogram to $ 6.28 per kilogram earlier. Figure 3 shows an analysis of additional value to the ultimate customer.
Figure 2. Design a Flow Chart of The Beef Supply Chain
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- The initial weight of cow @250 kg: $ 857.94
- The final weight of the cow @346
- The selling price of cattle to regional traders: $ 1117.38
- Profit/head: $ 195.93
- The selling price of cattle/kg: $ 3.23

Retailer
- The selling price of beef to customers: $ 1737.99
- Profit/head: $ 158.00
- The selling price of beef/kg: $ 6.28

This diagram illustrates how various variables must be considered in order to reduce the price of beef for customers, including (Conway, Badiane, & Glatzel, 2019):

Support activities:
The firm's infrastructure comprises accessible communication and information technology to manage the supply chain, but it takes significant cash to sustain.

Human resource management entails a strong team approach and communication amongst supply chain users, resulting in fewer personnel and lower pay.

Supporting customer happiness with technology so that it is directed toward the development of beef goods, which influences the building of positive connections with consumers, is part of technological progress.

Procurement covers the availability of beef in order to foster consumer-customer connections by supplying beef information.

Primary activities:
- Consumer confidence in huge amounts of beef delivery and regulated beef availability are two aspects of inbound logistics.
- The availability of appropriate transportation and distribution system facilities and tidy product packaging are all part of operations.
- Outbound logistics include maintaining positive relationships with all parties involved in the distribution of cattle products in order to ensure on-time delivery.
- Marketing and sales logistics encompass a variety of services, including competitive pricing and creative packaging for ecologically friendly beef products in delivery.
- In countering surplus supply, the service comprises offering a guarantee for beef products supplied to clients and using the just-in-time technique.

The value chain analysis shows that there is still much infrastructure that needs to be upgraded, internally and externally, in terms of each company's information system. To repair the beef supply chain system, the government should intervene and provide help.

Conclusion

The implementation of the supply chain, namely product flow, financial flow, and information flow, is used according to the supply chain management method, and the beef supply chain in Indonesia still provides the opportunity to be rebuilt according to the proposal based on the findings of the research. Supply chain engineering may decrease the selling price to customers by 35% by applying this. The well-being of consumers will improve when the price of beef is reduced. The limitation of the problem in this study is that it is carried out in one supply chain cycle from the delivery of beef from an area to a city where beef is sold in Tasikmalaya.
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